Diagnosis and treatment of synchronous multiple primary lung cancer – a case report
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Abstract: The incidence of synchronous multiple primary lung cancer (SMPLC) has been increased in recent years. Because of a variance in clinical management and outcome, it is important to distinguish SMPLC from a primary tumor with intrapulmonary metastases. Here, we reported a diagnosis and treatment procedure regarding a case of a 58-year-old woman who presented with synchronous multiple tumor lesions in separate lungs. Using a next generation sequencing technology, a discordant EGFR gene profile from the separate lungs was revealed for this patient. After standard treatment procedures, the therapeutic effects were evaluated by response evaluation criteria in solid tumors (RECIST). This case shows an essential role in the combination of molecular features, together with pathological analysis, during the management of SMPLC, but challenges still required considering during dealing the cases of SMPLC.
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Introduction
Lung adenocarcinoma (AC) has become the most dominant subtype of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) in recent years.1 According to the literature, up to 1–8% of lung cancer patients had been reported to be synchronous multiple primary lung cancer (SMPLC) with heterogeneous origins.2 Additionally, metachronous primary lung cancer has been reported approximately 1% annually.3

Because of a variance in clinical management and outcome, it is essential to distinguish SMPLC from a primary tumor with intrapulmonary metastases. It may be relatively easy to distinguish these two diseases in the presence of discordant histological features in the different tumor tissues; however, in some cases, the identical histology may provide difficulties in discriminating between these two diseases via morphological analyses only. Therefore, exploring genetic features in each individual tumor lesion may provide extra clues for deciphering SMPLC from lung metastases.4,5 In this article, we reported a SMPLC case to emphasize the key role of combining molecular features obtained from each tumor lesion together with pathological analysis in the diagnosis of SMPLC; meanwhile, challenges still need to be solved during diagnosis and treatment of SMPLC.

Case report
A 58-year-old woman was hospitalized after 10 days of fever and cough in June 2015. The patient had a no smoking history. Chest computed tomography (CT) revealed two solid lesions located at the bottom lobes of the right (Figure 1A) and left lungs (Figure 1B). The patient reported no family history of lung cancer. Needle biopsies were performed for both...
lesions under CT guidance. After histological examination, invasive adenocarcinoma was suggested after observation of acinar cells with abnormal shape and size of nucleus in the bottom lobe of the right lung (Figure 2A, Magnification×200, and Figure 2B, Magnification×400), and in the bottom lobe of the left lung (Figure 2C Magnification×200 and Figure 2D Magnification×400); subsequently the diagnosis was confirmed by immunohistochemistry analysis with biomarker profiles of cytokeratin7 (CK) (+), thyroid transcription factor-1, (TTF-1) (+), CK5/6 (-), P63 (-) from the left lung tumor tissue, and a profile of CK7 (+), TTF-1 (+), CK5/6 (-), and P63 (+) from the right lung tumor tissue.

Genetic features of the paraffin-embedded primary tumor tissues from each tumor lesion of the lungs were analyzed by using a next-generation sequencing technology (a TruSight Tumor 15 panel, Illumina platform). The detailed genes
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First, studies are needed to answer how many genes should be included in a well-established genetic panel and what is the most convenient, affordable, and time-saving technology to obtain these genetic features.

Based on previous reports, point mutations of EGFR, KRAS, P53, and genetic rearrangement of ALK are relatively higher in lung AC. EGFR is the most predominant driver mutation gene in AC patients, particularly in East-Asian populations. In our study, compared with other genes including KRAS and P53, EGFR appears to be the most important biomarker for separating SMPLC from primary lung cancer with intrapulmonary metastasis. We used a commercial kit with a 15 genes panel via generating data from an Illumine platform.

In our case, EGFR gene mutation was revealed in one tumor site but not in the other site, and, therefore, the images revealed that the size of the tumor lesion in the right lung was further decreased from 9 mm×9 mm to 5 mm×5 mm (Figure 3C); whereas, the lung-tumor burden in the left lung continuously progressed from 41 mm×38 mm to 55 mm×46 mm (Figure 3D). Additionally, the increased sites of metastatic lesions in the brain suggested a failure of tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) treatment.

**Discussion**

In clinical practice, it may be a favorable strategy to conduct genetic analysis in each tumor lesion if SMPLC is considered to be present. In this study, we provided a SMPLC case with detailed diagnosis and treatment procedures. This case evidently suggested that the combination of genetic features together with traditional histology should be a standard way for identifying SMPLC compared with using morphology only. However, there are still several issues which need to be addressed for SMPLC from this case.

In order to identify the stages of SMPLC and select suitable treatment strategies, a whole body examination was performed and bone metastasis was indicated by a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan. However, the patient refused a further bone biopsy, and, therefore, we were unable to clarify the pathological and genetic characteristics of the metastatic site. Nevertheless, at least one primary site of lung lesion should be stage IV adenocarcinoma on the basis of TNM staging lung cancer. Initially, she was treated with four cycles of pemetrexed (500 mg/m² on day 1, every 3 weeks) and cisplatin (25 mg/m² on days 1–3, every 3 weeks). The response of the patient with chemotherapy was valued in accordance with the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumor (RECIST). The chest CT images were obtained after four cycles of chemo treatment, illustrating a dramatic shrinkage of the tumor size from 24.1 mm×32.4 mm to 9 mm×9 mm in the bottom lobe of the right lung (Figure 3A). A slight shrinkage of the tumor lesion from 49.0 mm×32.6 mm to 41 mm×38 mm was detected in the bottom lobe of the left lung (Figure 3B). Unfortunately, newly metastatic lesions in the brain were indicated by a MRI scan after full body examination. The patient was judged as progressive disease (PD), but she refused any alternative chemotherapy protocols and whole brain radiation. She was prescribed icotinib, a tyrosine kinase inhibitor (three times per day at a dose of 125 mg). After 2 months of drug treatment, a chest CT scan was conducted again to evaluate the responding effects of the drugs. The images revealed that the size of the tumor lesion in the right lung continuously progressed from 9 mm×9 mm to 5 mm×5 mm (Figure 3C); whereas, the lung-tumor burden in the left lung continuously progressed from 41 mm×38 mm to 55 mm×46 mm (Figure 3D). Additionally, the increased sites of metastatic lesions in the brain suggested a failure of tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) treatment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Gene content on TruSight tumor 15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AKT1 (E71K)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BRAF (V600E/K/R/M)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EGFR (Focal Amplification, Exon 19, Exon 20, G719A/X, Exon 21 (L858R), L861Q, S768I, T790M)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ERBB2 (Focal Amplification, p.E770_A771insAYVM)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FOXL2 (C134W)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GNA11 (Q209L)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GNAQ (Q209L)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KIT (Exons 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 17, 18)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KRAS (Codons 12, 13, 59, 61, 117, 146)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MET (Focal Amplification)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PIK3CA (Exons 9, 18)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PDGFRα (Exons 12, 14, 18)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RET (M918T)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TP53 (Full CDS)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information of this panel is shown in Table 1. Small in-frame deletions in exon 19 of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) gene were detected in the tissue from the right lung, whereas no mutations of exons 18, 19, 20, or 21 of EGFR were revealed in the tumor tissue obtained from the left lung. These data were further confirmed by using Sanger sequencing and the amplification refractory mutation system (ARMS)-PCR technologies. With a combination of the pathological and molecular analyses, the patient was considered as synchronous multiple primary lung AC.
discordant biological traits should be present in the tumor tissues of this patient. However, obviously, these 15 genes may not be sufficient for screening multiple intrapulmonary neoplasms, and investigation should be conducted among a large scale of patients in order to establish a standard schedule, for instance, there may be coincidental acquisition of the same hotspot mutations in EGFR in clonally different tumors. In addition, although the discordance of a driver gene mutation is present in the two tumor sites, we agree that the heterogeneous characteristics of tumors still need to be considered during diagnosis. Therefore, a 15 genes panel may be insufficient, and further studies are needed to establish a feasible gene panel which is comprehensive for identifying molecular features in each tumor lesion. Moreover, the rearrangement of ALK has been excluded in the panel of this study. Rearrangement of ALK was reported as 6.4% in AC patients in a Western population and 5.4% in an Asia population.8

Second, it may be argued that, without a surgical procedure, it is hard to discriminate the complete pathological features of individual tumor lesion, and, therefore, it cannot use the application of Martini-Melamed criteria.9

Third, we may also raise the question of the value of using circulating tumor-specific DNA (ctDNA) if the presence of multiple neoplasms in the same patient. ctDNA has been proposed to be an important alternative source for genetic analysis due to the convenience of obtaining samples and the development of a more sensitive digital PCR (ddPCR) method to detect gene mutation profiles. Currently, ddPCR has been reported to have a capacity for detecting approximately <0.01% hotspot mutations.10 However, with the presence of multiple tumor lesions, it is hard to discriminate the original derivation in patients with SMPLC using ctDNA to detect gene mutations. Therefore, ctDNA analysis may not be suitable for patients with multiple tumor lesions before the initial target therapy.

Finally, we consider that a platinum-based chemotherapy protocol should be a proper initial therapy for those with discordant EGFR genetic features for the multiple tumor lesions. Pemetrexed has frequently been selected as a first-line drug for patients with lung AC due to its

Figure 3 Chest computed tomography (CT) scans were performed and images were recorded after. (A) The arrow shows a 9.0 mm×9.0 mm lesion in the bottom lobe of the right lung after four cycles of chemotherapy; (B) The arrow shows a 41.0 mm×38.0 mm lesion in the bottom lobe of the left lung after four cycles of chemotherapy; (C) The arrow shows a 5.0 mm×5.0 mm lesion in the bottom lobe of the right lung after 2 months of icotinib; (D) The arrow shows a 55.0 mm×46 mm lesion in the bottom lobe of the left lung after 2 months of icotinib.
comparable efficacy and well-tolerated toxicities. The patient achieved a partial response in accordance with both sites of primary tumor lesions in the lungs. It is still unclear whether patients who have discordant EGFR mutation features in the multiple tumor lesions would have any beneficial effect from using tyrosine kinase inhibitors after initial chemotherapy failed.

Taken together, in this case, we report the critical need of combining genetic features together with traditional histological analysis in the diagnosis of SMPLC, as well as the problems needed to solve it in the future.
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